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ZIP-CLIP WIRE SUSPENSIONS 

Product Description
Zip-Clips are devices for attaching a wire rope to a fixing or 
anchor point without the requirement for traditional wire rope 
grips. The Zip-Clip range consists of a choice of 5 diameters of 
wire rope and corresponding clutches giving a choice of safe 
working loads. Zip-Clip clutches have sprung loaded wedges 
which grip the wire as it passes through the clutch and a release 
pin on the side of the clutch for fast tool-free adjustment of 
the wire. Zip-Clip suspensions are available as reels of wire and 
clutches or as kits with made-to length wires and a choice of 
pre-made end connections. Zip-Clip wire is a premium grade 
of galvanised high tensile wire which gives guaranteed load 
performance when used in conjunction with Zip-Clip clutches.

Applications
Zip-Clip wire suspensions are used as an alternative to traditional 
threaded rod for supporting cable management, lighting, 
ducting and small pipework. Zip-Clips give massive time savings 
over traditional installation methods and exceptionally easy 
adjustment and levelling of the installation. Other Zip-Clip 
benefits include ease of handling and transporting and the low 
visual impact of the installation. Zip-Clip wires are available with 
numerous different attachments to suit the installation and give 
guaranteed safe working loads with a 5.1 safety factor. 

Product Data 

Zip-Clip Clutches
Material: Zinc alloy body with sintered metal locking wedges

Zip-Clip Wire
Material: High tensile galvanised wire – 1960N/mm² tensile strength     7x7 strand construction

CLUTCHES WIRE

CODE MF CODE CODE MF CODE LENGTH (M) *SAFE WORKING 
LOAD (KG)

KL50 1448050 R200G 1448940 200 15

KL100 1448100 R100S 1448944 100 50

KL150 1448150 R100Y 1448942 100 120

KL200 1448200 R100P 1448941 100 300

KL600 1448260 R100N 1448943 100 500

*With 5.1 safety factor

Installation
1. Pass the wire through the Zip-Clip
2. Loop the wire through or around the anchor point
3. Pass the wire back through the Zip-Clip allowing  

15cm of wire protruding
4. Apply tension
5. Always confirm engagement of the Zip-Clip on the wire by 

pushing the adjustment pin in the opposite direction of the 
arrows indicated on the Zip-Clip

6. To adjust, take the load off the wire and pull the tail slightly to 
disengage the wedge, then release using the adjustment pin
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FIXING TO EXISTING SERVICES

TIMBER AND OTHER SUBSTRATES

TRAPEZE BRACKETS

BASKET, TRAY AND OTHER APPLICATIONS

PROFILE DECKING

CATENARY APPLICATIONS

CONCRETE APPLICATIONS

STRUT-LOCK FIRE STRUT-LOCK

UNI-LOCK THREAD-IT M6 THREAD-IT M8

 LOOP-IT SNAP-IT

DEC-LOCK KNOCK-IT TOGGLE-IT

CON-LOCK SHOT-LOCK THREAD-IT ANCHOR-IT

SPAN-LOCK ZIP-GRIP

ZIP-LOCK

RIZE

CHAN-LOCK

ZIP-CLIP PRE-MADE WIRES 

Made to length wires with a choice of end fixings to suit specific applications  


